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The Mirror Crack'd
Native American Animal Stories
On the Historical Personages of Chaucer's Squire's Tale and of the Spurious "Chaucers
Dreme."
This book traces the efforts of one of the world's top neurosurgical teams to understand the human brain in ever-deeper
ways. Its dramatic focus is a state called the standstill, where the patient has no breath, no heartbeat, no blood flow, no
viable temperature, and no brain waves or other activity that clinically define life. In The Healing Blade, patients are taken
down to death itself and brought back again.

Science Books & Films
The Story of Duciehurst
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Singing Story, Healing Drum
Report and speeches at the [third] annual meeting of the Church Pastoral-aid Society, May 8, 1838.

Under the Ice Blades
A true story of a neurosurgeon and a pianist In 2001 the brilliant young concert pianist Aaron McMillan was diagnosed with
a rare type of brain tumour and given six weeks to live. He was just 24 years old. He underwent 12 hours of emergency
surgery; days later he was back at the piano, preparing to perform. Years later, he was still performing. His doctor was
Charlie Teo, one of Australia's most celebrated and controversial neurosurgeons. Charlie's specialty is inoperable brain
tumours and his radical techniques have earned him praise around the world. But in his own country he is regarded by
some as reckless and even dangerous. Aaron McMillan presented Charlie with his most challenging case yet. In return,
Charlie Teo gave Aaron hope. Life In His Hands is the remarkable true story of a medical maverick and an artist who refused
to be daunted by death. It is a book full of heartache and joy and scientific marvels, written by a journalist who found that
with some stories, staying on the sidelines is the hardest thing to do.

Cassell's library of English literature, selected, ed. and arranged by H. Morley
Life In His Hands
The Healing Blade
Sam lives with his Mum, Dad, sister and the family dog, Patch. It's the school holidays, and Sam's Mum buys him a toy
bubble making gun and encourages him to try it out in the backyard. Read along as the biggest bubble Sam has ever seen
takes him on the ride of his life! Sam and the Biggest Bubble is a 30 page illustrated children's book written by Brendon
Blade and illustrated by Christine Gibson.

The Healing Path
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A guide to transforming illness into a spiritual journey presents material culled from interviews with forty individuals in
search of healing to recount the symptoms, the diagnosis, the doctor, the search for medicine, the alternatives, the inner
work, and the vision quest.

Book World
Education on the Internet
Kit Colbana: assassin, thief, investigator extraordinaire. Now broken. She always expected her past to catch up with her but
never like this. Haunted by nightmares and stripped of her identity, she’s retreated to Wolf Haven, the no-man’s land where
she found refuge years before. But while she might want to hide away from the rest of the world, the rest of the world isn’t
taking the hint. Dragged kicking and screaming back into life, Kit is thrust head-first into an investigation surrounding the
theft of an ancient relicone that she wants nothing to do with. Her instincts tell her it’s a bad idea to just leave the relic
lying about, but finding it might be just as bad. Forced to face her nightmares, she uncovers hidden strength and comes
face to face with one of the world’s original monsters. If she survives the job, she won’t be the sameand neither will those
closest to her.

The Washington Post Index
Sacrifice
The Guide Post
Provides detailed information on how to access the Internet for materials useful to elementary and secondary schools, in
higher education, and for learners outside academia

Broken Blade
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Second Sight (Second Tale of the Lifesong)
The Prioresses Tale
Yogi, a small, scrappy Jack Russell terrier, has a pain in the neck, and after a month in the hospital, he still can't walk.
Charlie, a charismatic rescued racing thoroughbred, has a bad back and can no longer stand the weight of a saddle. Mikey's
posttraumatic stress syndrome transforms this wise feline into an anxious fellow who rips out clumps of belly hair. The
mysterious tortoise Sheldon T. has disappeared, leaving only questions in his muddy wake, and Angel, an achingly
beautiful, otherworldly cockatoo, has strange symptoms that defy every antibiotic known to science. Meet just a few of the
compelling, complex characters in The Last Chance Dog, a twenty-first-century All Creatures Great and Small filled with
entertaining, instructive, and moving true-life tales from the files of a pioneering holistic veterinarian. Dr. Donna Kelleher
recounts her most intriguing cases as she takes us through the intuitive art of diagnosing animals and effecting miraculous
cures with safe, natural treatments that succeed where conventional medicine has failed. Holistic medicine is their last
chance, and over and over again, Kelleher heals with the gentle powers of acupuncture, animal nutrition, herbal treatments,
and chiropractic. Her stories of unforgettable, ailing animals -- and the people who fight to save them -- are truly
inspirational as she transforms the animals' health and the lives of those who love them. The Last Chance Dog includes
advice on everything from vaccinations and commercial pet foods to step-by-step instructions for simple, safe remedies for
a multitude of common conditions, including allergies, digestive problems, urinary tract infections, pain, hot spots, itchy
skin, fear, and anxiety.

From Chaucer to Dunbar
Sam and the Biggest Bubble
CHAPTERS: 1.- From Beowulf to the Balrogs: The Roots of Fantastic Horror in The Lord of the Rings. 2.- Fear and Horror:
Monsters in Tolkien and Beowulf. 3.- Of Spiders and (the Medieval Aesthetics of) Light: Hope and Action in the Horrors of
Shelob’s Lair. 4.- Shelob’s and her Kin: The Evolution of Tolkien’s Spiders. 5.- The Shadow beyond the Firelight: Pre-Christian
Archetypes and Imagery Meet Christian Theology in Tolkien’s Treatment of Evil and Horror . 6.- The Cry in the Wind and the
Shadow on the Moon: Liminality and the Construct of Horror in The Lord of the Rings. 7.- Barrows, Wights, and Ordinary
People: The Unquiet Dead in J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings . 8.- Horror and Anguish: The Slaying of Glaurung and
Medieval Dragon Lore. 9.- Shadow and Flame: Myth, Monsters and Mother Nature in Middle-earth. 10.- Evil Reputations:
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Images of Wolves in Tolkien’s Fiction.

Canterbury Tales
After admitting to killing King Shandor in the Cotti courts and assassinating Prince Lerton, second in line to the throne, in
order to ensure Kerrion's ascension, the Queen's Blade is shot in the back by a Cotti spy and almost dies on the journey
home from Jadaya. In the border camp, a Cotti assassin tries to kill Blade again, using a poisoned weapon, and the assassin
seems bound to die this time. Queen Minna-Satu sends her physician to accompany him on the journey to Jondar, achieved
despite winter snows. Blade recovers, and Minna-Satu names him Lord Protector of Jashimari. Although still incapacitated,
the assassin faces a challenge for his title of Master of the Dance from a rival Dance Master during Jondar's last days. As
two armies converge upon the doomed city, the young Queen Minna-Satu prepares to make the ultimate sacrifice and save
her people from slavery and slaughter by placing King Kerrion's new-born daughter on the Jashimari throne. Blade's
unwanted wife, Chiana, first advisor to the Queen, is chosen as regent, and she tries to glean some small gestures of
affection from her glacial husband before the end, for he will surely die when his enemy reaches Jondar. The Queen's
advisors rail against her plan to sully her bloodline with a half blood queen, but the Idol of the Beasts has told her it is the
only way to prevent her kingdom's destruction. The Princess' life is in danger from plotting Jashimari lords who wish the war
to continue, and Blade seeks a painless death, fearing a torturous one as his enemy approaches

The Reader's Adviser
Sea Tangle
Endlessly fascinating, often moving, and a must read for anyone interested in the cultures of Siberia. Adele Barker,
Comparative Cultural and Literary Studies, University of Arizona

Brain Surgeons
English Writers
English Writers. V.1, Pts. 1-2; 2
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The Giant-Killer: or, the Battle which all must fight. A tale by A. L. O. E. i.e. Miss C. Tucker
This beautifully bound trade paperback edition is the same print size and quality as a hardcover, yet without the hardcover
price! Bestselling author Stanek delivers an epic fantasy adventure that'll open minds and hearts. After the Great War, the
kingdoms plunged into a Dark Age that lasted 500 years. To heal the lands and restore the light, the great kings decreed
that magic and all that is magical, be it creature, man or device, shall be cleansed to dust.

Publishers Weekly
The Last Chance Dog
Keeper Martin's Tale
Books for Children
A collection of twenty-four animal stories from Indian tribes throughout North America

Book Review Digest
The Ring and Its Story, Or, Retribution
The prioresses tale, Sire Thopas, the monkes tale, the clerkes tale, the squieres tale, for the
Canterbury tales
The New York Times Book Review
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Describes the job of brain surgeon, the role of the surgeon in medicine, and the training necessary to be a brain surgeon.

The Church of England Magazine
Novels and collections of stories dealing with warfare are listed, by time period, and briefly described, with indexes for
author, title, war, and battle

War Story Guide
Edward the Black Prince; or, a Tale of the feudal times. [With illustrations.]
The Athenaeum
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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